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TO TRANSFER OR NOT TO TRANSFER, THAT IS THE QUESTION: AN ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC LANDS TITLE IN THE WEST

Andrea Collins*

I. INTRODUCTION

The United States of America, its fifty states, districts, and island territories, is comprised of approximately 3.8 million square miles or 2.4 billion acres of land and water areas.1 The federal government acquired title to its land in a variety of ways, through various transactions. Today, approximately 28% of the U.S., roughly 635–640 million acres, is under federal ownership; much of the acreage is found in the West.2

Four federal agencies manage the majority of federal land: the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the National Park Service (NPS), and the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), all under the Department of Interior (DOI); and the Forest Service (USFS) under the Department of Agriculture (USDA).3 Each agency has its own ethos and distinct purpose for land man-
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1. U.S. Census Bureau, State Area Measurements and Internal Point Coordinates (http://perma.cc/S87C-5RFT (http://www.census.gov/geo/reference/state-area.html) (last revised Dec. 5, 2012)).
3. Id. at 1.
agement. A mandate for the multiple use and sustained yield of products extracted from the land governs the BLM’s and the USFS’s actions and activities. In contrast, the conservation mandate of the FWS strives to protect plant and animal species, and the preservation mandate of the NPS maintains areas for public use and enjoyment. Predictably, the production, conservation, and preservation directives cause the agencies’ land management techniques to differ greatly.

Beginning in 1789, the U.S. has undergone three distinct periods of approach toward public land ownership: acquisition, disposition, and retention. In this article I provide a brief analysis of the constitutional basis underlying federal land ownership and the relevant history of public land ownership, including the three different eras of ownership. Next, I describe the recently revitalized movement among western states to transfer federal public lands title to the states and the different legal approaches taken by the states since the 1970s. I then highlight the recent passage of the Utah state legislature’s Transfer of Public Lands Act (TPLA), which placed a deadline of December 31, 2014 on the federal government to “extinguish title” to certain federal lands located within the state’s borders. Finally, I analyze the momentum in Montana to follow in Utah’s footsteps and how the transfer of federal land to Montana’s control would affect public land in the state.

II. CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS FOR FEDERAL LAND OWNERSHIP

There are three primary constitutional clauses upon which both the supporters and the opponents of federal land ownership rely: the Property, Enclave, and Supremacy Clauses. The broadly worded Property Clause is the grounding basis for federal ownership of public land. The Property Clause states the federal government has the power to “dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the . . . Property belonging to the United States.” The seminal property-ownership case Pollard v. Hagan held that under the equal footing doctrine all states that enter statehood hold title to the land underlying navigable waters up to the high water mark. However, the Supreme Court has held that dry land unassociated

---

4. Id. at 8–10.
6. U.S Const. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2; U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 17; U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2.
7. U.S Const. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2.
8. 44 U.S. 212 (1845).
9. Id. at 221.
with navigable waters remains in federal ownership unless Congress has legislated otherwise.10

The Enclave Clause is another source of federal property ownership. The Enclave Clause differs from the Property Clause in that it allows the federal government to acquire partial or exclusive jurisdiction of land within states if, and only if, a state cedes its jurisdiction. The Clause states, “To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as may, by Cession of particular States and the Acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of the Government of the United States[,]”11 The term “exclusive Legislation” has always been interpreted to mean “exclusive jurisdiction.” The purpose of the Enclave Clause has always been for the federal government to acquire property from a state for specific essential government uses, such as for the construction of military bases, post offices, or sometimes even for national parks.12 The notable aspect of the Enclave Clause is that the state must affirmatively own title to the land and then, for whatever specific reason articulated, cede some measure of control back to the federal government. However, only a small fraction of federal land is held pursuant to the Enclave Clause.13

If state and federal laws on public lands conflict, the Supremacy Clause specifies which law reigns supreme:

This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.14

The constitutional supremacy doctrine arises more commonly in contexts other than property law. However, as the courts have interpreted Congress’ Property Clause power to “make all needful Rules and Regulations” regarding federal property, the Supremacy Clause has found its place in the discussion of federal public land.15

10. See e.g. U.S. v. Or., 295 U.S. 1, 27 (1935); Scott v. Lattig, 227 U.S. 229, 239 (1913).
15. U.S. Const. art IV, § 3, cl. 2; see e.g. Kleppe v. N.M., 426 U.S. 529, 543 (1976).
III. HISTORY OF FEDERAL PUBLIC LAND OWNERSHIP

The history of how the U.S. acquired title plays an important and subtle role in the debate over its management and ownership. For the purposes of this article I do not address or debate the validity of how or from whom the federal government acquired title. Instead, the article focuses on the point at which the states entered statehood and the evolution of national attitudes about the land’s use and the underlying national policies over who should own it.

A. Eras of Land Acquisition and Disposition: 1789–1976

At the time of the formation of the U.S., the original thirteen states ceded over 230 million acres of land to the federal government, principally to repay debts accumulated during the Revolutionary War. The federal government acquired the remaining lands either by purchase or by treaty, the largest of which was the purchase of nearly 525 million acres from Napoleon of France, known as the Louisiana Purchase. By 1867, the federal government had acquired more than one billion additional acres of land lying west of the Mississippi, not including Texas.

Throughout the period of acquisition settlers continued to move west. The federal government adapted its policies to encourage settlement of its now vast, undeveloped western area. In 1862, Congress enacted the Homestead Act, which gave a free land grant of 160 acres to anyone who would settle and develop the land for five years. After the five-year period, the homesteader would then gain fee title to the land. Also in 1862, Congress approved grants of land to the railroads in order to encourage and facilitate settlement of the West. These acts signaled a shift in the federal government’s land policies from acquisition toward disposition.

Significantly, as the federal government continued to encourage westerly movement those who embarked on the journey, typically in search of mining or other riches, grew in numbers, settled in communal areas, and eventually established territorial governments. As the western territories’ populations continued to grow, the territorial citizens began to establish more permanent roots and desired political representation and access to fed-

18. Coggins & Glicksman, supra n. 13, at ch. 1, pt. III.
20. Id. at 368.
21. Id.
eral benefits. Referenda were passed in favor of, and the federal government was petitioned for, statehood. While the exact process differed from state to state, Congress, which has the exclusive authority to negotiate the terms and conditions of statehood, passed agreements conferring statehood commonly referred to as Enabling Acts. In many instances, more than one state was given statehood in an Enabling Act.

The beginning of the 20th century saw another shift in national attitude. While the goal to settle the West remained, a new goal favoring the acquisition of land for forest and recreation purposes emerged. However, economic use of the land remained an important priority. Specifically, the federal government gave ranchers free access beyond their 160-acre homestead to public lands for grazing to support their cattle operations. Unfortunately, this use of the land proved detrimental to the land itself. In response to the destructive use of the land, which included overgrazing and its subsequent effects, drought, falling cattle prices, and conflict between grazing rangeland and homesteading, Congress enacted the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934. The Act instituted a permitting system to be issued by the federal government for all public rangeland, where for the first time in federal land management history fees could be charged in exchange for grazing rights. To administer these grazing permits Congress created the Grazing Service, which would eventually merge with the General Land Office to become the BLM and operate under the DOI. By the time Congress enacted the Taylor Grazing Act the federal government had either sold or given away in excess of one billion acres of land. The passage of the Act effectively signaled the end of homesteading and the era of nearly unrestricted land disposition.


24. U.S. Const. art. VI, § 3, cl. 2.


33. Coggins & Glicksman, supra n. 13, at ch 1, pt. IV.
B. Era of Land Retention: 1976–Present

A little over forty years after the enactment of the Taylor Grazing Act, the federal government dealt the final deathblow to the federal land disposition era when Congress passed the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) in 1976.34 FLPMA officially announced the federal government’s policy to retain ownership of certain federal lands that “serve the national interest.”35 While these lands could still be utilized for productive purposes (i.e. mining, timber harvest, and the like) the freewheeling era of disposition was now officially over.36

The western states balked at FLPMA’s enactment and the federal government agencies’ land management policies. FLPMA was generally viewed as a substantial overhaul of decades-old public land management policies.37 Public land users who availed themselves of Acts like the Taylor Grazing Act now had to comply with new environmental restrictions and compete for use with recreationalists and environmentalists.38 Further complicating the issue was the Supreme Court’s holding in the well-known Property Clause case: Kleppe v. New Mexico, issued four months before FLPMA’s enactment.39

In Kleppe, New Mexico disputed the constitutionality of a federal law designed to protect free-roaming horses and burros on federal lands, even in the event the animals wandered off of federal land and onto state or private property.40 New Mexico argued the federal government was permitted to control only the animals found on federal land, otherwise the animals fell under state estray laws if not found on federal land—even though the federal law explicitly stated if an animal strays from federal land a federal official must be notified to arrange for its removal.41 The Court held the Property Clause must be read expansively and is sufficiently broad to authorize Congress to enact law with respect to federal land when Congress decides a rule is “needful.”42 Moreover, the law can regulate activity beyond the bounds of the federal land if the subject of the law involves a sufficiently federal concern—as in this case the protection of the declining population of wild horses and burros.43 Notably, the Court stated that while

34. 43 U.S.C. § 1701; Coggins, supra n. 11, at 128.
35. 43 U.S.C. § 1701(a)(1).
36. Id. at § 1701; Alexander & Gorte, supra n. 5, at 8.
38. Id. at 160.
40. Id. at 529.
41. Id.
42. Id. at 539.
43. Id. at 540–541.
federal law supersedes conflicting state law, concurrent jurisdiction on public land can and should exist up until the point the laws conflict. In addition to the Court’s expansive reading of the Property Clause, Kleppe highlighted the importance of the Supremacy Clause in federal and state property disputes. Ultimately, Kleppe stands for the proposition that the federal government has near complete power over federal land and its contents, save the few explicit exceptions.

Kleppe, immediately followed by FLPMA’s enactment, set the stage for the movement known as the Sagebrush Rebellion. At the forefront of the rebellion was the western states’ desire to take ownership of federal land. This desire arose from the belief that the states lost control over the use of the lands under FLPMA’s strict requirements, and the view among many that the federal government too often arbitrarily and unreasonably regulated and managed public land. It was additionally exacerbated by Kleppe’s mandate that federal law could trump state law even beyond the boundaries of the public land. Also complicating the issue, despite FLPMA’s directive to compensate states for the loss of land tax revenue, federal land is generally not subject to state management or law, including zoning, water, and other state issues. Proponents of the transfer believed poor management and poor ownership were one-in-the-same and argued that the states were better equipped to manage the lands within their borders rather than be forced to succumb to the whims of national politicians who knew little about the West.

Moreover, Kleppe did not occur in a vacuum. Several western states, including Nevada, Idaho, and Wyoming, saw the issue as a great concern and each filed amicus briefs. In reaction to the Kleppe-FLPMA environment, some western states’ legislatures pursued legislation to declare that federal land is subject to state not federal control. In 1979, Nevada’s legislature enacted a law that declared all public lands in Nevada property of the state and subject to the state’s jurisdiction and control. The legislature went further to grant the state the authority to lease, sell, and dispose of

44. Id. at 542–543.
45. Pollard, 44 U.S. 221 (Holding the states maintain ownership of the bed and banks of navigable waters).
47. Babbitt, supra n. 46, at 851; Fischman & Williamson, supra n. 37, at 163.
48. Babbitt, supra n. 46, at 853; Kleppe, 426 U.S. at 540–541; Fischman & Williamson, supra n. 37, at 164.
49. 43 U.S.C. § 1701; Babbitt, supra n. 46, at 853.
50. Fischman & Williamson, supra n. 37, at 163–164.
51. Id. at 163.
52. Id. at 158–159.
federal lands—in direct contravention of Kleppe, FLPMA, and more importantly, the Property Clause.54 Although both Nevada statutes are unenforceable as determined by the federal law, without repeal they remain on the books and give the impression of valid state law.

The Nevada legislature was not alone in its defiance of federal land management policies; several western states followed suit and enacted statutes that mirrored Nevada’s objectives.55 Despite the fervent sentiment behind the statutes, these types of declarations were largely symbolic.56 At most, these statutes could influence policy and management decisions at a federal agency level.57 If the states had been more willing to collaborate and coordinate with federal land managers, they may have been able to achieve their desired on-the-ground results. Instead, the states often pitted themselves against the federal government—a challenge that still continues today in state-federal land management.58

Additionally, despite the Court’s ruling in Kleppe, in 1981 Nevada attempted to challenge FLPMA on constitutional grounds.59 Nevada argued FLPMA’s moratorium on public land disposal violated Nevada’s rights under the Tenth Amendment and the equal footing doctrine.60 The court held because Nevada was admitted to the Union under an agreement to relinquish its public land upon admission and Congress may properly regulate land held in the public trust, the equal footing doctrine is not implicated.61 The federal district court dismissed the case for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be granted, and the Ninth Circuit affirmed.62 Thus, as Kleppe and Nevada’s FLPMA challenge made clear, Congress has the final say in the realm of federal public land management.63

However, thirteen years later Nevada tried again to exert its authority over—and ownership of—federal lands in the sparsely-populated county of Nye.64 In 1994, Nye County attempted to avail itself of the 1979 Nevada

54. Id. at § 321.598. Kleppe held the Property Clause allows the federal government to make needful rules pertaining to federal property, of which FLPMA explicitly placed a moratorium on the sale of federal lands. Kleppe, 426 U.S. at 539.

55. Fischman & Williamson, supra n. 37, at 166.

56. Id. at 167.

57. Id.


60. Id. at 170.

61. Id. at 171.


64. U.S. v. Nye Co., 920 F. Supp 1108 (D. Nev. 1996). A further distinguishing feature of the Nye County case was the fact that through its resolutions Nye County claimed greater ownership of federal lands than described in the statute. Id. at 1111. As an aside, the sparsely populated Nye County may
state statutes that gave ownership, control, and jurisdiction of all public lands to the state. 65 Nye County enacted two resolutions that declared Nevada owns all public lands and all rights of way across public lands in Nye County. 66 Following various disputes among Nye County officials, USFS, and BLM employees, the federal government filed suit in federal district court seeking a declaration that it both owns and has the authority to manage public lands in Nye County. 67 Once again a court held it is the federal government, not the state, that holds title to federal lands. 68

IV. STATES’ CALL FOR THE TRANSFER OF FEDERAL PUBLIC LANDS TO THE STATES

Although the call to transfer title quieted after Nye County, the movement recently resurfaced. Within the last two years movements in many western states have sought to transfer federal public lands to state control, or at minimum initiate a formal study of the transfer. 69 Currently, Utah stands alone as the sole state that has passed and signed into law the demand to transfer federal land to the state. 70 Arizona’s legislation passed successfully through the legislature but was vetoed by the governor. 71 Colorado’s legislation failed in committee, and New Mexico’s legislation otherwise failed to pass. 72 The state legislatures in Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada (for a third bite at the proverbial apple), and Montana all formally initiated a process for a state study of the issue. 73 The issue has found further support beyond the West. In 2013, South Carolina’s state legislature passed a resolution that conveyed its support for the transfer of federal lands to the west-

have been able to exert actual control over local land use policies had it not so aggressively and destructively disobeyed USFS and BLM management policies.

65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id. at 1111–1113.
68. Id. at 1117. “[T]he Court stated [in Kleppe] that ‘while the furthest reaches of the power granted by the Property Clause have not yet been definitively resolved, we have repeatedly observed that '[t]he power over the public land thus entrusted to Congress is without limitations.’” (citations omitted). Given this interpretation, the court must conclude that such a broad power to regulate land owned by the United States necessarily includes the power to own the regulated public lands.” Nye Co., 920 F. Supp. at 1117.
70. Id. at 1141.
71. Id. at 1139 n. 23.
72. Id. at 1139–1140 nn. 24, 28.
73. Id. at 1139–1141, 1140 nn. 25–27, 29.
ern states, which is unusual as South Carolina has scant federal lands and will not be advantaged by the movement’s success.\footnote{Kochan, supra n. 69, at 1141, n. 30.}

A. Basis in Law for the Transfer of Federal Public Lands to the States

The modern debate over federal land ownership differs from the Sagebrush Rebellion in the way western states, spearheaded by Utah, now make their claims. Specifically, the 1979 Nevada statutes, later clarified by Nye County, purported to claim outright ownership to the title of the federal land. Today, the states claim they do not yet own fee title to the land, but the federal government promised state ownership when each state was given statehood—a promise upon which they would now like the federal government to fulfill.\footnote{Id. at 1148.}

Two central constitutional arguments are used to support the transfer of lands to the western states. First, supporters of transferring federal lands to the states focus on the term “dispose” found in the Property Clause. They argue that “dispose” indicates the intent to transfer all acquired land directly to the states.\footnote{Coggins & Glicksman, supra n. 13, at ch 1, pt. II(B).} Specifically, if the Framers of the Constitution envisioned the federal government would retain land, they would not have used “dispose” to describe Congress’ powers in the Property Clause.\footnote{Id; Kochan, supra n. 69, at 1150–1151.} However, as described in section III above, long-standing Property Clause jurisprudence supports the constitutionality of FLPMA and Congress’ ability to enact rules and regulations as it sees fit in regard to public lands.

The second argument ties the Enclave Clause and its purpose to the language of the states’ Enabling Acts.\footnote{Driscoll, supra n. 12, at 1001.} At first blush, the Enclave Clause sets forth the specific circumstances in which the federal government may acquire land for its purposes.\footnote{U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 17. (“To exercise exclusive Legislation . . . by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress . . .”).} Proponents argue the Enclave Clause is redundant if the Property Clause allows the federal government to retain any needed land; therefore the Enclave Clause should control how the federal government acquires land and the Property Clause should control how the federal government disposes of land. However, history shows this argument does not pass muster. The federal government has infrequently used the Enclave Clause to obtain land, whereas the Property Clause, which has been expanded upon immensely, is the basis for federal land ownership.\footnote{Coggins & Glicksman, supra n. 13, at ch. 1, pt. II(A)–(B).}

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{Kochan, supra n. 69, at 1141, n. 30.}
\item \footnote{Id. at 1148.}
\item \footnote{Coggins & Glicksman, supra n. 13, at ch 1, pt. II(B).}
\item \footnote{Id; Kochan, supra n. 69, at 1150–1151.}
\item \footnote{Driscoll, supra n. 12, at 1001.}
\item \footnote{U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 17. (“To exercise exclusive Legislation . . . by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress . . .”).}
\item \footnote{Coggins & Glicksman, supra n. 13, at ch. 1, pt. II(A)–(B).}
\end{itemize}
It is how the Enclave Clause is read in conjunction with the language often found in western states’ Enabling Acts that gives the proponents’ Enclave Clause argument greater traction. As a requirement for statehood western states relinquished their title to public lands to the federal government, which was written into the states’ Enabling Acts. Then, if the federal government sold any public land in the state, the Acts required the federal government to give 5% of the sale back to the states. Enabling Acts have been likened to contracts between the federal government and the states. Advocates point to the terms setting forth the “sale requirements” as a direct mandate to sell public lands and transfer a portion back to the states.

B. The Transfer Movement in Utah: The Transfer of Public Lands Act

Although similar to the federal land holdings in other western states, federal land ownership in Utah falls on the higher end of the spectrum at nearly 67% of all land within the state. Surpassed only by Nevada at 81% federal land, Utah only marginally bests Idaho and Alaska both in the 60% range of federal land, which are followed by Oregon, Wyoming, California, and Arizona, each in the 40% – 50% range of federal land. While the preceding percentages account for the total federal land ownership, the mix of federal agencies that manage land within a state differs from state to state. In Utah, the majority of federal land—over 65%—is managed by the BLM.

Despite Nevada’s failed challenges to federal public land control in the 1970s and 1990s, Utah recently revitalized its demand to control the public land within its borders. In 2012, Utah passed, and the governor signed into law, the Transfer of Public Lands Act. The TPLA required the federal

81. Driscoll, supra n. 12, at 1001; see e.g. Enabling Act, 25 Stat. at 676; Utah Enabling Act, § 3, 28 Stat. 107, 108 (1894).
84. Driscoll, supra n. 12, at 1010.
85. Gorte et al., supra n. 2, at 5.
86. Id. at 4–5. To compare to Midwestern and Eastern states, 21.6% of the District of Columbia is federally owned, followed by 13.5% federal ownership in New Hampshire, 13.1% federal ownership in Florida, 10% federal ownership in Michigan, and all the remaining states fall in the single digits of federal ownership.

The TPLA definition of “public lands” is careful to carve out federal land that was specially designated by acts of Congress. It specifically excludes national parks and other lands managed by the National Parks Service, federally designated national monuments, federally designated wilderness areas, and other specific federal holdings—the last of which is a specific nod to Utah’s support of the Enclave Clause.\footnote{Utah Code § 63L–6–102(3).} The TPLA also...
requires the state to follow the school trust payment terms found in Utah’s Enabling Act, mimicking the federal government’s obligation to pay into the state’s school trust should it sell public land.\footnote{Kochan, supra n. 69, at 1144 (quoting Utah Code § 63L–6–103); Utah Code § 63L–6–101.}

Proponents have found additional support for their argument in the language found in correspondence between Utah’s pre-statehood representatives and the President.\footnote{Kochan, supra n. 69, at 1146.} The most compelling provision makes reference to a historical understanding that the federal government would allow Utah to access its resources on the same terms as other states.\footnote{Id. (quoting S.J.M. No. 4, A Memorial Asking for a More Liberal Policy in the Disposition of the Public Domain and Urging that the Natural Resources of the State of Utah be Made Available for Development (Mar. 15, 1915), as reprinted in Const. Def. Council, Report on Utah’s Transfer of Public Lands Act: H.B. 148, at 17 (2012) (available at http://utah.gov/ltgovernor/docs/CDC-AGLandsTransferHB148.pdf)).} The reliance on this correspondence, however, is problematic. First, Utah argues for contract-like interpretation of its Enabling Act, but at the same time wishes to insert extrinsic documents for context.\footnote{Id.; Id. at 1147.} Second, while such correspondence may relay an understanding on the part of Utah that the federal government would dispose of the federal land years after statehood was conferred,\footnote{The correspondence at issue between Utah and the President occurred in 1915, nearly twenty years after Utah became a state. See S.J.M. No. 4, A Memorial Asking for a More Liberal Policy in the Disposition of the Public Domain and Urging that the Natural Resources of the State of Utah be Made Available for Development (Mar. 15, 1915), as reprinted in Const. Def. Council, Report on Utah’s Transfer of Public Lands Act: H.B. 148, at 17 (2012) (available at http://utah.gov/ltgovernor/docs/CDC-AGLandsTransferHB148.pdf).} the explicit language of the Enabling Act wherein Utah agreed to disclaim title to unappropriated public land and the federal government agreed to grant certain land parcels back to the state along with conferring statehood cannot be avoided.\footnote{Utah Enabling Act, §§ 3, 7, 12, 28 Stat. 107.}

Utah also commissioned an economic study to assess the financial impact associated with the transfer of title.\footnote{Utah H. 142, 60th Utah Legis., Gen. Sess. (Feb. 13, 2013).} The state gave the analysts until November 2014 to gather and process data, prior to formally presenting the results to a legislative committee.\footnote{Amy Joi O’Donoghue, Utah Analyzing Costs, Benefits of Taking Land from the Feds, Deseret News (Aug. 12, 2013) (available at http://perma.cc/A3VQ-SF9W (http://www.deseretnews.com/article/865584535/Utah-analyzing-costs-benefits-of-taking-land-from-the-feds.html?pg=all)).} Remarkably, the economic perspective joined the conversation only one month prior to the TPLA’s December 31, 2014, transfer deadline.\footnote{Utah Code § 63L–6–103.} Previously, proponents have discussed the economics vaguely, only to state they expect to see favorable study results.\footnote{Calvert, supra n. 89 (quoting Jessica Goad, advocacy director at the Center for Western Priorities); Amy Joi O’Donoghue, Legal Analysis Says Public Lands Effort Is Flawed; Proponents Undeter-
On December 1, 2014, Utah’s Public Lands Policy Coordinating Office, which operates under the governor, released a 784-page economic study drafted by economists from Utah, Utah State, and Weber State universities. Not surprisingly, the study predicts Utah could manage its federal lands at a net profit for the state. However, the study assumes stable, high oil and gas market prices and an increase in oil and gas royalties to the state in order to return a profit. Even with high market prices, without a 100% royalty share the state would likely operate at a loss for two years after the actual title transfer. Further, the study noted wildfire suppression would be a significant issue for the state. Once the federal government no longer owns or manages the land, Utah would pay all wildfire suppression costs—an annual expense likely to be more unpredictable than oil and gas prices.

**C. The Transfer Movement in Montana**

Similar to Utah, a significant portion of Montana is federally owned. Nearly 30% of the state is under federal ownership. Also akin to Utah, one agency dominates federal land management in Montana. Unlike Utah, the primary agency is the USFS, which manages over 63% of Montana’s federal public land. While the BLM and the USFS share multiple use and sustained yield mandates, the BLM issues more leases than the USFS, both grazing and mineral permits. The USFS fulfills much of its sustained yield mandate through timber harvesting, and allows 35% of total national forested land to be available for harvest. Despite the management differen...
ences between the two states, the transfer movement is alive and well in Montana.

After Utah reignited the debate over control of its public land ownership in 2012, the Montana legislature passed a law requiring a study of the issue.\textsuperscript{115} The result was a report that largely outlined the history of public land management for the state and set the stage for a legislative discussion on land management issues.\textsuperscript{116} The report was a far cry from a directive to transfer public land to the state.

The Montana Republican Party currently supports the transfer of title in its party platform and Montana State Senator Jennifer Fielder is a co-organizer of various state legislative summits on the issue, along with Utah Representative and American National Lands Council champion Ken Ivory.\textsuperscript{117} In line with Utah’s legislation, Fielder introduced three primary senate bills on federal land transfer in the 2015 Montana legislative session, which sparked contentious debate.\textsuperscript{118} The bills included a transfer act as well as an official economic study requirement, which mirrors Utah’s legislation. To assuage fears the state would sell the land when it inevitably faces management budgetary issues, Fielder introduced legislation to prohibit the sale of public land to private interests.\textsuperscript{119} However, as noted by the director of the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, a land-sale prohibition could hamper the state’s ability to engage in necessary land transactions.\textsuperscript{120} Unlike Utah, where the governor has supported the state legislature’s efforts, Montana Governor Steve Bullock has publicly stated he does not support transfer legislation,\textsuperscript{121} the passage of


\textsuperscript{119} Mont. S. 215, 64th Mont. Legis., Gen. Sess. (Feb. 27, 2015); Dennison, supra n. 118.

\textsuperscript{120} Dennison, supra n. 118.

which Montana could not afford and would only be detrimental to Montana’s public land. Of the land transfer legislation introduced in the 2015 session, the only bill to become law is a bill that requires the state attorney general to enforce the five-percent-sale term of Montana’s Enabling Act upon the sale of any federal land since Montana’s 1889 statehood.

V. CONCLUSION

Despite decades of discussion, the status of the transfer movement in Utah and other western states remains relatively unchanged. Regardless of the states’-rights aspect of the argument, the dispute is largely over economics; because while not perfected, land management policy has come a long way since the 1970s. Advocates believe states’ natural resources are being mismanaged and feel each state deserves a larger piece of the pie. The recent release of Utah’s economic study presents a cost-benefit analysis with potential long-term benefits for Utah. However, Utah could end up managing its lands at a loss for two years, and profit would occur only with both a complete share of royalties and high oil and gas prices, which in the recent months have continued to fall. According to opponents of the transfer, Utah could fall $35–$69 million short of management costs each year, leaving taxpayers to absorb the deficit. Opponents argue a beneficial economic analysis is “a pie-in-the-sky scenario” where success is inextricably intertwined with the existence of a favorable oil and gas market and low management costs. Further, while proponents cite lost tax and natural resource revenue to the federal government, the states do not go uncompensated and instead receive a share of all natural resource profits and other federal programmatic compensation.

Of course any future profit gained by Utah or any other state is predicated on the actual transfer of federal public land and its management to the state. The federal government has never indicated it will comply with TPLA. In fact, shortly after TLPA’s enactment, DOI Secretary Ken Salazar
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called the law the type of “political rhetoric you see in an election year” that “defies common sense.”

Whether the federal government will in any way acknowledge Utah’s December 31, 2014 transfer deadline remains to be seen; the date passed without transfer. Now, Utah’s Congressional delegates must try to either lobby for the transfer in Washington, D.C. or the state must sue the federal government to force transfer. Moreover, and left seemingly unaddressed by the proponents of the movement, the federal government has historically retained mineral rights of known minerals on title transfers. By retaining mineral rights, the federal government would frustrate the point of any transfer to Utah, because Utah’s plan relies on mineral profits.

Further, a key component in the discussion is the overwhelming cost of fire suppression for all the western states. Timber and other national forest activity receipts do not come close to covering states’ fire suppression liability—a significant consideration for Montana. Utah, despite having less forested acreage than other western states, still points to wildfire suppression as a significant drawback in assuming ownership of its public lands, the management of which could quickly eat away any profits gained by oil and gas production. Furthermore, the entire federal budget—not each state on its own—absorbs the unpredictable cost of wildfire suppression on federal lands. In 2012 approximately 9.3 million acres of land burned due to wildfire, and 75% of the burned acreage was on federal land. Even viewed in the most favorable light, Utah’s economic analysis does not reflect the true fiscal impact of land transfer across all western states.
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states, especially Montana, with its greater need for wildfire management.

Finally, and likely most significantly, advocates face an uphill battle in regard to the constitutionality of the demand to transfer any federally owned land to state ownership. As outlined above, the courts have repeatedly held that the Property Clause gives Congress absolute power to legislate in the arena of federal public lands. Furthermore, Nevada’s attempts to break free from a perceived oppression of federal land management should serve as a clear indication of how the courts would view other western states’ attempts to secure public land title in court. Despite Utah’s effort to distinguish its argument from Nevada’s efforts, the end result will likely remain the same: unless Congress legislates the disposal of federal public lands, federal lands will remain federal, regardless of which state makes the demand.
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